Annex A

Clinical Sciences Building at Novena

- 20 storeys with level 5 skybridge linking to Tan Tock Seng’s upcoming new wing
- Fully IT-enabled with 1,500 LAN points
- One learning studio with cluster-based seating that can host up to 250 students
- 500-seat auditorium with tables that can fold out either left or right, supporting both left and right writing styles. It is fully equipped to host interactive demonstrations, such as surgical demonstrations.
- Centre for Clinical Simulation, which comprises one simulated ward, a Communication Suite housing ten paired consultation rooms, and a Practical Skills Laboratory that has 14 training stations
- Simulated ward that can house four fully-equipped hospital beds
- Anatomy Learning Centre has 11 alcoves distributed around a central teaching core. It has a resource centre with over 170 pathological specimens donated by Imperial College London.
- Three 90-seater seminar rooms with cluster-based seating
- Indoor gym, dance studio and multipurpose hall equipped with full shower facilities
- Dedicated room for each of the School’s five Student Houses as well as a meeting room for the Medical Students Society
- Student lounge with recreational facilities
- Comprehensive medical library with specialised collections
- Cafeteria at lobby and at the medical library
- High-tech research laboratories and facilities
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